ABSTRACT: This thesis proposes a path planning method of obstacle and singularity avoidance with synergistic effect for redundant robot. By analyzing robot configuration, it proposes an improved method to calculate real-time minimum distance. At first, it screens out the connecting rod which might collide. Then, it calculates the distance by coordinate variation method and took the minimum value. At last, it obtains the real-time minimum distance. By introducing two obstacle avoidance parameters related to the real-time minimum distance, this thesis uses the self-motion of redundant kinematic chain in null space to complete obstacle avoidance. Also, it applies DLS method to complete singularity avoidance optimization to the obstacle avoidance algorithm. It solves the problem of excessive joint velocity close to singularity configuration. In the end, this thesis verifies the effectiveness of the algorithm by conducting simulation experiment on a plane 3R redundant robot.
INTRODUCTION
With the miniaturization of 3C product, the involved assembling work is becoming more and more complex. Contract manufacturers have begun to use highspeed-light-load robots as auxiliary equipment in manual assembling so as to improve efficiency and quality. During the process of product assembly completed in man-machine cooperation, the risk in manmachine cooperation has become much higher due to the large overlapped area in the working space needed by collaborators and robots and the high kinematic velocity of robots.
Moreover, it is easy for redundant robots close to singular configurations to appear significantly high joint velocity which can lead end effectors of robots to deviate from desired trajectory and leave certain influence on assembly quality. Therefore, the design of a path planning method which can make robots automatically avoid obstacles and avoid singularity will bring great significance to the large-scale application of man-machine cooperative system in 3C product assembly industry.
Compared with traditional robots, redundant robots have extra DOF (degree of freedom). Thus, they contain higher kinematic dexterity and can be applied in obstacle avoidance and singularity avoidance. In the field of obstacle avoidance realized by mechanical arm, the mainly applied domestic and overseas research methods include artificial potential field method [1] , smart planning method [2] , random sampling method [3] , etc. [4] [5] [6] . However, all these methods have certain deficiency in some way. It is difficult to solve the contradictions among planning time, algorithm complexity, and optimal path existing in these methods. In the field of robot obstacle avoidance, the mainly applied domestic and overseas research methods include DLS method [7] , SICQP method [8] , normal form method [9] , etc. [10] [11] [12] . However, it is difficult to solve the contradictions between algorithm complexity and precision of end tracking existing in these methods.
Starting from instantaneity, this thesis proposed an improved algorithm method to calculate minimum distance. By introducing two obstacle avoidance parameters related to the real-time minimum distance, this thesis used the self-motion of redundant kinematic chain in null space to complete obstacle avoidance. Also, it applied DLS method to complete singularity avoidance optimization to the obstacle avoidance algorithm. It solved the problem of excessive joint velocity close to singularity configuration. In the end, this thesis verified the effectiveness of the algorithm by conducting simulation experiment on a plane 3R redundant robot.
TRADITIONAL METHOD OF MINIMUM DISTANCE CALCULATION
Traditional algorithm method of minimum distance needs to calculate the minimum distances between obstacle and each rod piece; and then takes the minimum value. Take the plane 3R redundant robot shown in Figure 1(a) as an example. The real-time minimum distance of the robot is dmin=min{d1,d2,d3}. When the robot is in some special configurations as shown in Figure 1 (b), the foot points of the distance between the obstacle and the connecting rods of the robot may locate on the extension cord of the rod pieces. As the extension cord does not belong to any part of the robot, several mark points need to be selected on the connecting rod. Distances between the obstacle and each mark point shall be calculated. Based on the above steps, the minimum value can be taken. However, the minimum distance calculated by this traditional method is not accurate. Moreover, this method requires large calculated quantity and low efficiency with long duration. Based on the problems mentioned, this thesis proposed an improved method to calculate minimum distance. The basic idea is to establish Cartesian coordinate system on end of each connecting rod and obtain the location of the obstacle in each coordinate system through conversion of coordinates. Based on the locations, the foot points between the obstacle and the connecting rods will not locate on the extension cord of the rod pieces and safety rod pieces can be removed. In this way, unnecessary distance calculation can be wiped out while algorithm efficiency and accuracy can be improved.
IMPROVED METHOD OF MINIMUM DISTANCE CALCULATION
As shown in Figure 2 , the original point of coordinate system {0} is on A while that of coordinate {1} is on A, too. X1 axis is along the direction of connecting rod 1 and points to connecting 2 while Y1 axis is perpendicular to connecting rod 1. Similarly, the original point of coordinate system {2} is fixed on B while that of coordinate {3} is fixed on C, too. X axis is along connecting rod while Y axis is perpendicular to connecting rod. Take connecting rod 1 as an example to judge whether collision can occur on it and to calculate the distance. It is known the obstacle center is on (xto,yt0) of coordinate system {0}. Cross section of connecting rod is a square with side length of a radius of obstacle is R. The location of the obstacle center in coordinate 1 (xt1,yt1) can be obtained by calculating the rotation matrix of coordinate {1} relative to coordinate {0}, which is 
If (xt1,yt1) can satisfy
Then, rod piece 1 is the safety rod piece. No distance between the obstacle and it shall be calculated.
Then, connecting rod 1 can be the rod that may have collision. Define the point which is on this kind of connecting rod and is also the closest one to the obstacle as the mark point. Thus, the coordinate of the mark point S in coordinate {1} can be expressed as (xt1,0) and the distance between mark point S and the obstacle is as follows:
Analyze connecting rod 2 and connecting rod 3 according to the method described above. Calculate the distance between the mark point on the connecting cord that may have collision and the obstacle. Take
the minimum value to obtain the real-time minimum distance dmin. In general, traditional minimum distance calculation is completed in base coordinate system. The coordinate of obstacle in base coordinate system is (xt,yt). Then, the equation of connecting rod AB can be expressed as
Thus, the equation of the straight line that passes through center point (xt,yt) and is perpendicular to connecting 1 can be expressed as
Simultaneously solve the above two equations to obtain collision point (xs,ys) and thus to further get the distance
And then, calculate d2 and d3 according to the method mentioned above so as to obtain real-time minimum distance dmin.
According to the above analysis, applying the improved distance calculating method in dynamic obstacle avoidance of redundant robot can improve algorithm efficiency and better meet the requirements of timeliness in dynamic obstacle avoidance. The advantages of applying the calculating method are mainly reflected in two aspects:
(1) Before calculating rod piece distance, screen the connecting rods which may have collision. Only calculate the distances between the obstacle and these rods. In this way, calculated quantity can be greatly reduced. (2) Improved distance calculation applies side coordinate conversion method to calculate distance. It can avoid the tedious calculation of solving equations in traditional methods so as to reduce calculated quantity and improve calculation efficiency.
PLANNING METHOD OF OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE AND SINGULARITY AVOIDANCE PATH
During the man-machine cooperation in completing product assembly, working space of man and robot can be overlapped. Thus, the chance of collision happening between man and robot is high. In addition, joint velocity of robot can become greatly high and exceeds joint velocity limitation when robot moves close to singular position. It may cause serious potential safety hazard to personnel in cooperative work. The path planning method of obstacle and singularity avoidance can help robot avoid obstacle and singular configuration at the same time, in order to eliminate potential safety hazard and further improve the safety in man-machine cooperation. For any moment during robot movement, judge whether the connecting rods are dangerous according to the steps mentioned above. Screen out the dangerous connecting rod and calculate the position of mark point S on the connecting rod. The jacobian matrix Js on S can satisfy
The inverse solution of redundant robot according to gradient projection method is
Its null space obstacle avoidance function is
Thus, the inverse kinematics of redundant robot based on gradient projection method is
Among which, Due to the particularity of (I-J + J), obstacle avoidance coefficient a can be brought to simplify calculation. In order to obtain better obstacle avoidance effect, obstacle avoidance gain b can be introduced. Thus, the formula above can be written as
The coefficients a and b in the above formula is related to real-time minimum distance dmin. When dmin<d2, the rod pieces are in dangerous area and obstacle avoidance strategy shall be carried out. When dmin<d1, the rod pieces are in extremely dangerous area, obstacle avoidance gain shall be implemented.
It is easy for robot to exceed joint velocity limitation close to singular configuration. Thus, DLS method shall be introduced for optimizing it.
At first, carry out SVD (singular value decomposition) to the jacobian matrix of robot:
Among which, matrix A and matrix C are orthogonal matrixes while matrix B is a diagonal matrix composed of the singular values of the jacobian matrixes of the robot:
Among which, σ1,σ2,…,σm are the singular values of the jacobian matrix of robot while σm in σ1≥σ2≥…≥ σm is the minimum singular value of jacobian matrix which can manifest the degree of how the robot is close to the singular configuration.
Pseudo inverse method is generally used to obtain inverse solution for redundant robot. The nature of pseudo inverse method is to obtain the least-norm solution of joint velocity under the precondition that the end trajectory error can be guaranteed to maintain in its minimum value, meaning the priority of end tracking precision is higher than that of shutdown speed. In order to ensure tracking precision maintains the least, no joint velocity is considered in pseudo inverse method. In order to make sure joint velocity of mechanical arm close to singular configuration will not be excessive, DLS method is applied and damping coefficient C is introduced to regulate the priorities of end tracking precision and joint velocity, aiming to solve the least-norm solution of joint velocity with the precondition that
remains the least. Thus, kinematic inverse solution of robot can be expressed as
As introducing DLS method to calculate inverse solution of velocity stage can lower the end tracking precision of robot, traditional pseudo inverse method shall be applied when the robot is far away from singular configuration. When the robot is close to singular configuration, DLS method can be introduced to optimize the robot performance close to singular configuration, which is to introduce the following damping coefficient C 2 2 0 0 0
In which, C0 -maximum damping coefficient σ m -minimum singular value σ 0 -lower limit of singular value
When the minimum singular value σm is lower than the lower limit σ0, it means the robot enters the singular area and optimizing strategy for singularity avoidance shall be carried out. When the minimum singular value σm is equal to or higher than the lower limit σ0, it means the mechanical arm is far away from the singular configuration. In this case, optimizing strategy for singularity avoidance can be postponed and common pseudo inverse method can be applied to obtain velocity stage inverse solution.
Introduce DLS method to implement singularity avoidance optimization on the obstacle avoidance algorithm proposed above; then, the collaborative optimization solution for obstacle and singularity avoidance is
In which
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See Figure 3 for the flow chart of the path planning for obstacle and singularity avoidance. The path planning for obstacle and singularity avoidance proposed above can avoid obstacle and singularity at the same time. By one time of planning, both obstacle and singularity can be avoided with simple algorithm and little calculated quantity. Thus, the timeliness of the system can be further improved.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In order to verify the validity of the scheme proposed above, the scheme was applied on plane 3R redundant robot and a simulation experiment was conducted in MATLAB2014A environment. The end position of plane 3R redundant robot can be described as 60 , 60 , 120
The obstacle stayed still on (85, 50). It was planned the robot end would move downward along Y-axis with velocity of 30mm/s. The total planning time was 5 seconds. See the figure given below for the minimum singular value curve. It is obvious that the curve did not enter any area close to singular configuration. The optimizing strategy for singularity avoidance did not start and traditional pseudo-inverse method was applied to solve inverse kinematics. See Figure 5 for the movement locus of the robot before applying obstacle and singularity avoidance strategy, it is obvious the robot did not succeed in avoiding the obstacle. See Figure 6 for the movement locus of the robot after applying obstacle avoidance strategy. It is obvious that the end position of the robot was not impacted while the robot was avoiding the obstacle. The movement locus shares no difference from that of the end position without obstacle avoiding path planning. Moreover, the robot well succeeded in avoiding the obstacle. Figure 6 . The movement locus after the optimization of obstacle avoidance.
Singularity avoidance planning for plane 3R redundant robot
The initial joint angles were:
The planned velocity on the end of the robot was (40, -60) and the total planning time was 3.4 seconds. See the figure given below for the minimum singular value curve and the joint velocity curve. It can be seen that the minimum singular value around 3.4 second was 0. The robot was close to the singular configuration. However, the joint velocity was in great fluctuation at that time. It is impossible to realize the situation in reality. See Figure 7 and Figure 8 for the minimum singular value curve and the joint velocity curve after applying singularity avoidance strategy. See Figure 9 for the singular value variation curve after applying optimizing strategy for singularity avoidance. It is obvious that no null point appeared in singularity value. Compared with the singularity degree before optimizing, the singularity degree obtained great improvement after optimizing. See Figure 10 for velocity of each joint after optimizing. As singularity degree was improved, movement became more stable with less fluctuation in velocity. 
Obstacle avoidance and singularity avoidance planning for plane 3R redundant robot
The initial joint angles were: 1 2 3 60 , 60 , 120
The obstacle moved downward along Y-axis with velocity of 30mm/s. The planned velocity on the end of the robot was (45, 10) and the total planning time was 7 seconds. See Figure 11 and Figure 12 for the minimum singular value variation curve and the joint velocity variation curve of the redundant robot before applying optimizing strategy for obstacle and singularity avoidance. Figure 11 shows the minimum singular value curve. It can be seen that the minimum singular value around 7 seconds was 0, meaning the location was close to the singular position. It can be seen from Figure 12 that joint velocity had great fluctuation that is impossible to obtain in reality. See Figure 13 for the movement locus before applying optimizing strategy. It can be seen that the obstacle could not be avoided. Moreover, while entering the area close to the singular position; traditional inverse solution could not obtain a reasonable inverse kinematics. As shown in Figure 14 , there was no zero singular value in the minimum singular value curve after applying optimizing strategy of obstacle and singularity avoidance. Compared with the singularity before applying optimizing strategy, the singularity degree after applying the strategy obtained significant improvement. See Figure 15 for the joint angular velocity curve after the optimization of obstacle and singularity avoidance. As singularity degree was improved, movement became more stable with less velocity fluctuation. See Figure 16 for the movement locus after optimization. The robot succeeded in avoiding the obstacle and continued tracking the desired trajectory. 
CONCLUSIONS
Obstacle avoidance and singularity avoidance is one of the key problems that must be solved during the robot's human-machine cooperative process. According to the obstacle avoidance and singularity avoid-ance planning problems of redundant robot, this thesis firstly screened out the connecting rods that might collide before calculating the real-time minimum distance. Then, it calculated the distance between the connecting rod and the obstacle by coordinate variation method, and took the minimum value to obtain the real-time minimum distance. Compared with traditional method to calculate minimum distance, this method is less in calculated amount but higher in efficiency. By introducing two obstacle avoidance parameters related to the real-time minimum distance, this thesis decided obstacle avoiding strategy and when the obstacle avoidance gain shall be added. Also, it applied the self-motion feature of redundant kinematic chain to complete obstacle avoidance so as to make the obstacle avoidance process more stable. Based on the above steps, this thesis used DLS method to optimize singularity avoidance and improve the motion state close to the singularity configuration of the robot.
Results of the simulation experiment have shown that the algorithm proposed in this thesis can help the robot complete the tracking of desired trajectory with the precondition of smoothly and stably completing obstacle avoidance and singularity avoidance.
